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Dominant paradigm of ceaseless 
growth

‘I wish you wouldn’t squeeze 
so’, said the Dormouse, who 
was sitting next to her. “I can 
hardly breathe.’ ‘I can’t help it,’ 
said Alice very meekly. ‘I’m 
growing’.
‘You’ve no right to grow here,

‘said the Dormouse. ‘Don’t talk 
nonsense,’ said Alice more 
boldly: ‘You’re growing too.’ 
‘Yes, but I grow at a reasonable 
pace,’ said the Dormouse: ‘not 
in that ridiculous fashion’. Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland. 



I. Addiction- our contemporary plight

• the magic of global capitalism has succeeded in 
spinning an all-encompassing web, a corporate 
enslavement to money, sex, alcohol, drugs, shopping, 
or a concoction of all of these.

• that this addiction has hi-jacked our imaginations, 
cheapened and vulgarised our aspirations of 
fulfilment, the degree of mutuality and intimacy we 
could attain. It has substituted yearning for the 
infinite and experience of the sacred, for an 
insatiable, endless grasping for some new consumer 
good. 



The Market as God
• The market has its own liturgies, sacraments, 

priests and seers of its mysteries.  Even 
Spirituality itself is not immune from the market..

• What was once only to be acquired through 
ascetic disciplines like prayer and fasting are now 
commodified through aromatherapy or “ a 
weekend workshop in a Caribbean resort with a 
sensitive psychological consultant replacing the 
crotchety retreat master”. 



Globalisation can afford neither to be 

loyal to place nor respect limits

Barmer floods, 
Rajasthan desert



Loss of connection with nature results 

in harsh suffering

Seasonal 

Migration 

as response 

to Biblical 

drought



The Bodies of women – and the girl 
child bear the scars of disconnection



Our biblical 
heritage: the 
earth has limits



Even when
We mean to 
mend her, 
We end her
When we dig 
and delve…
(Gerard Manley
Hopkins)

Broken Connections:- historical, philosophical, 

theological and cultural factors



2. The lost relational heart – a task of 
recovery 

What kind of communities will sustain relationships 
based on different values? Is the only answer to this, 
those that encourage the kenotic praxis of marginality? 
The notion of marginality, of dwelling on borders and 
boundaries is key. Marginality as a place of holding 
onto integrity and as well as a place of de-constructing 
the power- centres, not a place for building a new one. 
So the essence of marginality is to be temporary: 
throughout history marginal communities –truly 
creating theology in the darkness - have stimulated 
institutional Churches out of stagnation. Whether the 
Christian Churches have the humility to practise the 
kenotic way is a huge issue. 



The kenotic God- present in darkness and 
marginality - the voice of Etty Hillesum

But increasingly the vulnerability 
of the social condition becomes 
linked with vulnerability at the 
heart of God. …..she seemed to feel 
an increased sense of responsibility 
to God for the evil being inflicted: 
Alas, there doesn’t seem very much 
You yourself can do about our 
circumstances, our lives…you 
cannot help us but we must help 
you to defend Your dwelling place 
inside us to the last…Etty Hillesum, An 
Interrupted Life: the Diaries of Etty Hillesum, 7.



The God- image evoked by Thomas Merton 
The shadows fall. The stars 
appear, the birds begin to sleep. 
Night embraces the silent half 
of the earth. A vagrant, a 
destitute wanderer with dusty 
feet, finds his(her) way down 
new road. A homeless God, lost 
in the night, without papers, 
without identification, without 
even a number, a frail 
expendable exile lies down in 
desolation under the sweet stars 
of the world and entrusts 
herself to sleep. 



Intermezzo: why we are here
Because the world we imagined,
the one we had always counted on 
is disappearing…

This is the manufactured world
you have come here to codify and expedite.
We have come to tell you
there is something else we want to buy.

What we want, money no longer recognizes,
like the vitality of nature, 
the integrity of work.
We don't want cheaper wood, 
we want living trees.
We don't want engineered fruit,



we want to see and smell the food growing
in our own neighbourhoods…
We are here to defend and honor
what is real, natural, human and basic
against the rising tide of greed.

We are here by the insistence of spirit 
and the authority of nature…
Now you know the pressure of our desire.
We are not here to tinker with your laws.
We are here to change you 
from the inside out.
This is not a political protest.

It is an uprising of the soul. 
(Robert Arthur  Lewis, Seattle 2000)



A Changed Consciousness and new 

Paradigm

A  changed consciousness:
“Seeing with a loving eye”



New directions: Re-think all our cosmic, 

cultural and vital reference points



Re-think the 
Mystery of 
God

Re-think Knowing; 
Re-think the world; Re-think the human 

person.



Nature as the new poor and the suffering 
of Christ

Cross, Creation and 
Liberation



Resurrection: The Entire Creation Praises 

God



Take up your Cross - Cross as Tree of 
Life

As Larry Rasmussen wrote: the 
cross of Christ is planted ever 
anew, where existence is flawed, 
suffering…and vulnerable:
If God were present only in the 
beautiful and the graced and not 
in the blighted and disgraced, 
and if we were present only in a 
redeeming way to creation’s 
beauty and not in its plunder and 
its rape, then  broken creation 
would never be healed



Conclusion – The Recovery of Desire: 
transformation and the eco- mystical 

way
Annie Dillard: ‘Not as the world giveth, give I unto 
you.’ That’s the catch. If you can catch it, it will catch 
you up, aloft, up to any gap at all, and you’ll come 
back, you will come back transformed in a way you 
may not bargain for - dribbled and crazed. That’s 
how the world is - altar and Cup
We have to live intensely: Her stress here is on being 
faithful to what is seen and felt, to observed rhythms, 
to focused attention on complexity. 
But how does this work in a world of ambiguity, 
greed, addiction….



Etty Hillesum again:
All I want to say is this: the misery here is quite 
terrible, and yet, late at night when the day has 
slunk away into the depths behind me, I often walk 
with a spring in my step along the barbed wire. And 
then time and again, it soars straight from my heart 
– I can’t help it, that’s just the way it is, like some 
elementary force – the feeling that life is glorious 
and magnificent, and that one day we shall be 
building a whole new world



Re-approaching the sacramental reality-
Eucharist

A place to recover heart.  A place where the great act or 
remembering, of Anamnesis, becomes remembering 
what we were once, what we have been, what we can 
now never be, given so much destruction of earth’s 
creatures. A place for the recovery of prophetic lament 
and grief for all that has disappeared. A space for 
remembering the glory of God that can never be, 
because of what has been destroyed, what we are still 
destroying.. Yet where songs of praise can still be sung 
for the vulnerable beauty that remains. A place where 
we commit ourselves concretely, to lifestyles geared to 
the flourishing and survival of threatened peoples. 
What is needed is more than an ethic. Desire, heart, 
longing, all are words trying to spell out our most 
profound aspirations. 



What do we really want? Struggling with 
reconciled hearts - restored creation

Our longing for reconciliation and an end to violence is realised only by the prioritising of 
justice. Longing for water, longing for life and longing for God come together in a resting place 
where desires are satisfied and fulfilled in justice for vulnerable communities and the earth’s 
own economy. This is our yearning, our hope: that the earth’s woundedness be over and 
together we know each other in a flowing world where our yearnings are realised in truth, 
peace and love. Only then will we awaken to a deeper yearning, and know ourselves held and 
cherished by the desire of God.
____________________________________



Denise Levertov:

How can desire fail?

we have only just begun

to imagine justice and mercy,

only begun to envision

how it might be to live as siblings..

With beast and flower



Walking the Eco-mystical Path – God of the 
Garden



Behold the Lilies of the Field



God of the Desert



God of the Sea



Sea of Galilee –
Sea of Challenge



God of the City 


